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The UNM Lobo football team
finished the season on a losing
note by dropping thl,!ir eigh~h
straight game to the Sun DeVIls
of Arizona State 28-7, at Tempe,
Arizona, Saturday night.
The Lobos made their strongest
showing since the second game
of the year, but in customary
fashion when things got tight at
the finish, the OPJ?OSition came
on and the W olf·pack folded. The
Lobos were behind by only seven
points in the fourth quarter al!d
had a good chance to stay m
the game. Then with about four
minutes to go the Sun Devils
scored twice in quick order, and
as the saying goes, that was the
old ball game,
The boys from ASU took advantage of the weak New Mexico defense to roll up over 300
yards total offense while their defense limited the Wolfpack to a
meager 142 yards. Most of the
Lobos' offense came from Carl
Bradford who gained 113 yards
rushing.
The Lobos finished their season with a 2-8 record, and were

outscored by their opponents
319-101, The Lobos also have the
distinction of being the only WAC
team to go winless in the conference during a season.

DISCOUNTS TO UNM
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When You Must Keep Alert

-

When you csn't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all
there . .. here's how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-habit-forming.

Soccer Team
The UNM soccer team dropped
their first match of the season
to a tough Denver University
squad Friday afternoon in Denver. The Wolfpack's loss wa~ to
a team which has won 23 straight
matches over a period of three
years and are rated one of the
finest teams in the country. The
9-1 defeat represented the most
goals scored on the Lobos this
year and also the lowest point
production by the squad so far.
But the Lobos came back on Saturday to take a 2-1 victory over
the Rams of Colorado State University.

record. The 'Poltes wound up
their season with a 5-0 conference mark and a 9-1 record· for
the season. Now the Cowboys
can sit back and wait for possible
bowl bids.
Law Students Vietorious
The UNM Law School students
defeated the Medical School students in a flag football game Sunday afternoon 37-0 in a game
played at Zimmerman Field. The
Law students had a line which
was bigger than the Lobos' varsity and they made their presence
known. The score at half time
was 18-0 as the Law men dominated the game from starl; to
finish. One Med student commented "the score indicated how much
time the Law students must be
. s tud'Ies."
spending on t h eir
.
University Stadium Play-off Stte
University Stadium will be the
site of a play-off game which will
feature New Mexico Highlands

Swimmers Look Good
The UN.M swimming team had
an inter-squad meet Saturday
afternoon and most of the results
indicate that the Lobos will be
tough this season. Coach Bob
Barney expressed pleasure with
all of the times except in the
breaststroke. Some of the outstanding early season times are:
50 free-Robert Milne and Tom
Mellars-23.2 seconds, 100 iree-Milne (49.9) a.nd Mellars (50),
200 free Ralph Remington
(1:48.9)
and
John Jordan
(1:53.6), 500 free -- Jordan
{5:18.1) and Tom Hendrey
(5:20.6), 100 back-Ron Hoops
(1:00.4)
and
Mike
Byrne
(1:00.5), 200 back-Remington
(2:06.7), 100 fly Mellars
(54.9) and Rick Wettin {57.1),
200 fly--John Mayhew (2:11:8)
and Wettin (2:15.6). In the diVing Mundorff beat Crawley. The
team also elected Tom Mellars as
their captain for the coming
season.
Cowboys Win 1st Title
The Wyoming Cowboys won
their first WAC football championship Saturday afternoon at
Provo, Utah, as they beat the
BYU Cougars. In doing so the
Cowboys from Laramie became
the first Conference team to win
the championship with a perfect
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CLOSED MONDAYS
Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

2514 CENTRAL SE

242-8935.

COLLEGE SENIORS CAN PICK
U.S. AIR FORCE JOBS
TECHNICAL SERGEANT J. W. HARRISON, . lOCAL AIR
FORCE RECRUITER, ANNOUNCED TODAY THAT HE WILL
BE AT THE UNIVERSITY Of NEW MEXICO, IN THE PLACEMENT BUREAU OFFICE ON THE 22nd AND 23rd of NO·
VEMBER, FROM 9 A.M. TO 4 P.M. TO DISCUSS THE AIR
FORCE OFFICERS TRAINING SCHOOL AND OTHER COMMISSIONING PROGRAMS.
SERGEANT HARRISON NOTED THAT EACH APPLICANT
FOR THE OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL CAN SELECT,
WITHOUT OBLIGATION, HIS OR HER OWN SPECIALTY IN THE AIR FORCE ALIGNED WITH JHEIR COLLEGE
DEGREE. THIS ENABLES THE COLLEGE GRADUATE TO
CONTINUE IN A FIELD FOR WHICH THEY ARE BOTH PRE·
PARED AND INTeRESTED. WHILE SERVING WITH THE AIR
FORCE.
MEN AND WOMEN COLLEGE GRADUATES AND SENIORS ARE URGED TO CONTACT SERGEANT HARRISON
ABOUT THE OFFICERS TRAINING SCHOOL. NURSES,
PHYSICAL AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS AND DIETICIANS CAN RECEIVE INFORMATION ON THE AIR FORCE
, DIRECT COMMISSIONING PROGRAMS. PERSONAL INTERVIEWS CAN BE ARRANGED BY CONTACTING THE UNM
PLACEMENT BUREAU AT 277-2531.

Lobo Advertisers
NEED GLASSES?

University. The play-off will be
held on Nov. 26 against an. opponent yet to be named. High-.
lands was chosen as the area
representative for. the N~IA
championship tour~ament. Ht~h
lands finished their season With
an 8-1 record and feature tlte
the nation's. leading scorer in
the person of Carl Garrett. Qarrett has also gained over 1200
yards this season.

Prescriptions filled
free Glosses Adjustment
Repolr SerYice
Complete Asrortment of Fromes .
Filled to Your Prescriptions
PRESCRIPTION SUNGlASSES

CASEY OPTICAL
Neld to Your Drug Store
4312 Lomas NE
255-6329

SanitOne Professional

Harriers Run Today
The UNM cross country team
is in Lawrence, Kansas, today to
make a run at the National
championship. The L.obos who are
coached by Hugh Hackett won
the WAC title last weekend and
for the first time in the school's
history have taken a full five
man team to compete in the nationals. George 'Scott, the WAC
champ, will be the Lobos .mainstay with Web Loudat, Pete DeWindt, Bob Nanninga, and Pete
DeOrio rounding out the squad.

DRY CLEANING>""
plus

FAST two·way radio
Pick-up & Delivery

A new resolution concerning UNM's relationship to
the Selective Service has
been offered by Roger Anderson, professor of geology.
Anderson told the LOBO
last night that the purpose
of his proposal is to end the
University's role as an intermediary between the Selec-

Call 243-5671 todayl

All-foith'sDinner
Set' for Holiday

SHE LIKES TO GO

FORMAL!
SIMON'S RENTS TUXEDOS
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
COMPLETE OUTfiT$10.00

The traditional Thanksgiving
dinner planned by the UNM Inter-Religious Council will bring
together students of many
faiths.
Scheduled to begin at 7:30 p.m.
next Tuesday at the Baptist Student Union, 409 University Blvd.
N.E., festivities will move on to
the Newman Center, 1815 Las
Lomas NE, for the main course.
Dessert will be served at Geneva
House, 1820 Los Lomas N.E., with
a social get-together planned for
Luther House, 1805 Las Lomas
Rd.
. .
.
Among other participating
groups are the ~po Chr~stian
Fellowship, Chnstii!'n SCience,
and Canterbury Ep1scopal Center.
.
•
Robert Whelan, Counci1 pre~Ident is serving as dinner chairman: Tickets are being sold at
the Union ticket booth for $1.
Proceeds will be contrbiuted for
the Meals for the Millions Fund.
The public is invited.
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Mrs. Irion Is Granted
Research Fellowship
Mrs. Marilyn Irion has been
selected to receive the first South·
western Cooperative Educational
Laboratory Fellowship granted
to a UNM student.
The Fellowship carries a firstyear-stipend of $3600, and is
awarded to advanced graduate
students in the four-state Southwestern region .. As an SWCEL
Fellow, Mrs. Orion will work
part-time on a laboratory-sponsored project.
Mrs. Irion is the widow of Dr.
Frederick Irion, a government
professor at UNM for m~ny
years. She is currently workmg
toward a doctorate degree in
education as a research assistant
in the College of Education.

..... "1-~---------.J

New Draft Resolution
Submitted by Anderson

I
't

5400 MENAUL NE

PHONI

255·1101

tive Service and the student. The
student will decide whether academic information will be available to the draft board, so the
Pl'Oposal does not provide for the
absolute withholding of grades
by the University, Anderson
added.
Unnecessary Involvement
Anderson's resolution is prefaced by the following statement·
"There is an increasing tendenc;
for government agencies, whose
functions are not related to education Ol' research, to become directly involved in the affairs of
universities. These practices in
recent years have led to such
abuses as secret contracts and
university sponsorship of police
and espionage programs in foreign countries.''
"More important than these
abuses, is the principle that university involvement with none?ucation or. non-research agenCies makes tt more difficult for
individuals in the University to
remain objective in matters related to policies or operations of
these agencies ....
Role Would Change
The new resolution differs
from previous proposals, Anderson explained, in that the University's role as an active advisor to the SSS regarding student progress or status would be
changed to a passive role rather
than eliminated completely.
Anderson said "the non-student
does not have an intermediary between him and the draft board,
and I can sec no reason why the
University should provide facilities, staff, . or personnel for the
purpose of implementing the
Selective Service Act." The function of the University is education and research, and not per·

forming services fot· the draft
boa1·d."
Individual's Choice
The last faculty meeting witnessed some confusion concerning previously offered resolutions,
Anderson said, and the rule that

* Forum
* Set
*
Droft
For Next Week
The proposed open forum on
the Selective Service and the
Draft will be held Dec. 1 from
3 to 5 p.m. in the Kiva the Student Affairs committee has decided during last nights planning
meeting.
The forum will cover the four
resolutions on the role and policy
of the University regarding the
Selective Service as well as explaining procedures of the Administration and the state draft
board.
Senate Cooperates
In conjunction with the open
forum the Student Affairs Committee will also hold a referendum on draft resolutions which
will be co-sponsored with the Student Senate sub-committee on the
Selcl'tivl' Servire.
The date for this referendum
has not been decided but the committee felt that it should be before the next faculty meeting, a
spokesman said.
Resolutions Sought
Plans were made to invite t•epresentatives of the administration, the state selective service,
and the authors of the four faculty resolutions on the draft.
The committee is also encouraging any students, faculty, or
administration member to submit
resolutions which may help the
students express their feelings
on the draft.
Response Evaluated
Faculty members, Paul Schmidt
Robert Duncan, Carl Selinger,
and Roger Alexander have been
invited to defend their respective
resolutions on the draft.
Any new proposals should be
(Continued On Page 6)

discussion be limited to matters
of deferment only, has caused
some of the discussion to be eliminated.
In the light of this rule, Anderson's resolution makes the
statement that the seeking of delerment and complying with the
terms of the Selective Service
Act should be a matter solely between the individual and his draft
board.
Student Is Capable
"The University student is as
fully capable of acceptittg the
responsibility for evaluating his
progress, seeking deferment, and
dealing with the draft board as
problems arise as is the non-student."
The decision whether a student's academic reco1·ds will be
made available to the SSS should
be his, Anderson said, and under
his proposal the student would
probably be able to make his intentions known by marking an
appropriate card at some time
during registration.
Anderson's resolution will probably be incorpot•ated into the
forum on the draft to be conducted by the Student Affairs
Committee on Dec. 6, of this year.

New Dining Policy Initiated
A new policy preventing nondormitory residents from entering
dorm dining halls during meal
hours unless they pay for a meal
will take effect next Monday, Dr.
E. J. Smith, UNM Directot· of
Housing, told the LOBO staff
last night.
The policy was established in a
recent leter from Dean of Students Harold Lavender, cltairman
of the University Housing Committee, to all residents of UNM
residence halls.
The leter quoted a t•ecent food
service survey which revealed
that many non-dormitory residents have been obtaining meals
in the dining halls by questionable
methods.
"Freeloaders" Raise Costs
Lavender said these non-pay-
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Need Is Snow ...
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WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RAT£!!:
4 line ad. 65c--l tirn..,, $2.00. Insertion•
Mll!lt be s~bmitted b:r noon on <Ia; ~ore
I>Ublieatlon to Room 169, Student Public:a•
tiona Building. Phone 277-4002

REV. RICHARO BIUGHT of the Wesley Foundation discusses
some of the views relevant to his Free University class in "The
God is Dead Theology" at the Union yesterday afternoon.
(LOBO Photo by Pawley)

or 277-4102.

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER aales & :repair. Sp!"'ial

rates to l)NM. students on all machmes.
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Typ.,.
writer Service, 2217 Coal SE, 1>hone 243·
0688.

TRANSPORTA1'ION

GO I GO l to Laz:r RAY Gu""t Ranch in

ing visitors, called "freeloaders"
by the food service staff, at·e
pushing up food costs in the
dorms by seve1•al thousand dollars a year. He added that since
the dining halls at•e self-supporting operations this loss is reflected in the residents' room and
board cost.
"At present UNM dormitory
residents arc paying $1.98 a day
for meals in the dining halls,"
Lavender's letter said. "An increase in the cost of a meal ticket next year is imminent,'' it
continued. "To keep the increase
to a minimum, every eff01·t is
being made to control as many
of the factors involved as possible."
Action "In Line"
Dr. Smith said, "the freeloading has gotten completely out of
hand and disciplinary action is
definitely in line.''
Lavender's letter stated that
the following policies will take
effect next Monday: 1) Only
meal ticket holders and individuals who purchase a meal on a
cost basis may enter the dining
halls during meal hours. Visitors
who do not purchase a meal will
not be allowed to accompany a
resident into the dining hall during meal periods; 2) Residents
and unauthori:~:cd -personnel may
not enter dining halls through
exit doors during meal hours.
Violations to Bring Action
The Jeter stressed that any
violations of the new policy would
bring immediate disciplinary action by the University. Anyone
who attempts to sit in a dining
hall without paying fol' a meal
will be referred to Student Standards Board, Lavender said. He
also reiterated the established
rule against residents loaning

the Jemez mountains Thankstrivh11!' weekle·

-..nd. Dring yOtJr old!! I Ski·D<>olt llvallab
0\temlte Jodl!'lng B8 low 118 .5. can 11992058. ll/l.7, 18, 1'.1, 23.

Hours Chahge

FOR RENT
CLEAN 2 BR., good close-In loCation.
Hardwood floor!!,. garage, storace, kef. •
stove no ebildren or pets. Only $75. Cill
s.m ' Cooper 265-8671, eve. 842-8280.
Calrd·Norrlo 'BealtY. ' .
.
.
EFFICIENCY, c:Joee to UNJl. $71.60 With
all utiUti• paid. Funilsbcd, at~-=
tloner, oft4treet parkl!'~ • 28C0a Ca!rd

Zimmerman Library's hour
changes for the Thanksgiving
holiday have been scheduled.
Tomorrow the library will be
closed all day. Friday and Saturday the library will be open from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday. from
1 to 11 p.m.

Cooper, 265-8671,

Now llelltJ',

eve. .,.._,
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•

CENTRAL SE
Across. from UNM Concert Hall and Yale Park

247-8777
•

•
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. . . . . _..

SHERYL ANDERSON, instructor for the P.E. skiing class, gives some pointers on the correct manner to make a turn to fellow instructor Shelagh Swinson, left, and Nancy Leslie, one of the advanced
students in the dass. (LOBO Photo by Pawley)

their meal ticket numbers to any,._.,..,
one else.
Lavende1• said that to his
knowledge no disagreement has
arisen over the new policy. He
added that the policy was related
to a similar decision made recently by the Housing Committee.

Rules Announced
For Foil Election
The UNM elections committee
has outlined the following rules
for candidates in the fall election
to be held Dec. 16. At stake are
13 positions in the UNM StudenJ;."
Senate.
'
Qualifications for candidacy include, attendance at UNM for at
least one semester and a grade
point of at least 2.0. Candidates
shall submit a nominating petition containing at least 75 names
of UNM students to the elections committee before Dec. 2.
Petitions may be obtained in the
Activities Center of the Union.
Rules Outlined
The following are the outlined
election rules; It shall be the duty
of the Election's Committee to
certify the Senator's election.
The term "election" includes a
general or special election but
does not include a convention of
a political party.
The term "candidate" meaug'I""''an individual whose name is
presented for election as a Senator whether or ·not he is elected.
"Committee" Explained
The term "political committee"
includes any committee, association, or organization which accepts contributions or makes expenditures for the purpose of influencing or attempting to influ·
ence the election of candidates for
Senate.
The term ' 1contiibution" includes a gift, subscription, loan,
advance, or deposit, of money or
anything of value, and includes a
contract, promise, or agreement,
(Continued On Page 5)
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Happenings on Moon ·
To Be Speech Topic
Barbara Middlehurst, a specialist in moon studies and a research
associate of the Lunar and Planetal'Y Laboratory at the Univer:;;ity of Arizona, will discuss the
question of the moon's being
dead according to the popular
geological point of view next
week.
Miss Middlehurst's talk, entitled "Does Anything Happen on
the Moon?" will be held Nov. 28
at 8 p.m. in the Science Lecture
Hall.
Her talk is jointly sponsored by
the geology department and the
physics and astronomy department, The talk is open to the
public at no charge.
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Indian Jewelry

®1966 Gant Shirtm~kers
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Taking your

M.R.S.?

Baptist Center
The Ecumenical Movement will
be the subject of a series of discussions at the Baptist Student
Center. Harry Summers of the
New Mexico Council of Churches
will be the speaker. The group
meets Tuesday, Nov, 29, 7 pm, at
409 University N.E.
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ORANGE BLOSSOM
DIAMOND RINGS
EVENINGS BY
APPOINTMENT

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.
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Let us help you'Since t947'

LAS LOMAS
SERVICE STATION
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Lomas at

Monte VIsta NE
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From previews of the newest bridal
and trousseau fashions to exciting
plans for an off-season European
honeymoon, Modern Bride is the mod·
ern guide to large and small weddings,
first-home furnishings, post·nuptiaf
entertaining, and the planning that
makes perfect - before, during and
after. See for yourself in the current
issue of Modern Bride.

Jarrett Reviews Display
Of ArchiteCiurOl Designs
nella, Jacquelin Robertson, T. M.
Prentice, and Thomas Vreeland,
the head of the Architecture department at UNM, are recognizable as leaders in the younger
generation. "The reasons for their
predominance have to do with
clarity, lack of affectation, and
particularly the development of
a style of design which avoids
stylishness o:r obtrusiveness,"
said Prof. Jarrett.
Revolution Continues
In the introduction of the catalogue of the exhibition, there is a
statement that there is no revolution in architecture at the present time. Prof. Jarrett takes
some exception to this, as it indicates perhaps simply a "cruising along" phenomenon today,
when. actually things are as usual: a few men moving ahead
:rapidly and most others failing
to invent or moving backwards.

with

MODERN
BRIDE

HAPPY WITH BOOKS: Rod Miller, left seated, and Michael Encinias, both second graders from Jphn
Marshall Ele~en~ary School, are delighted with the books given by Tom Joule, head of the National
Student Association at UNM. They are the sort of book the organization hopes to have contributed
fordthe
coe . poverty stricken during its drive Dec. 4. With Joule is Doug Munson, North Hollywood, Calif.,

By BRIAN LEO
dent predominantly in the VenIn connection with the new ex- turi house, designed by Robert
hibition of architecture in the Venturi of Philadelphia. It is
lower level of the Fine Arts Cen- ignored or perhaps parodied in
ter gallery, Prof. James Jarrett other works, Prof. Jarrett felt,
of the department of Architec- such as the house by Thomas Mcture explained several of the sig- Nulty, which is ostentatious and
nificant aspects of this new work. frenetic, or the Habernicht house
The show is entitled "40 under by Stanley Tigerman, which dis40" and surveys the recent build- played such a bland and simplisings of 40 architects who are un- tic planning that Prof. J a:rrett
der 40 years of age. The exhibit felt it was merely "paper archiis circultated by the American tecture."
Federation of the Arts, and was
Style and Program
organized by the Architectural
It is a difficult matter to estabLeague of New York, which in
lish
a firm acceptance of the
1941 sponsored a similiar show of
manner of human life at the
the younger generation.
exact time in which the architect
Selectivity and Contrast
is working, Prof. Jarrett felt, and
,.Initially, Prof. Jarrett indi- to enclose it rationally, without
cated the observable leaning of any attemtps to "style" the livthe selecting jury toward the pro- ing or working in the building.
ducts of .the three or four lead·
"Some of the houses are ining Ivy League schools and the effective because they attempt
University of California. Addi- to stylize the design mistakenly,
tionally, he felt that there were which of course leads to false
included a number of projects presumptions and fabrications of
which did not at all deserve to be the life within," Prof. Jarrett
in this or any other exhibition of said. He singled out several
responsible architecture. He felt architects who he felt were acthat there were many buildings cepting and accommodating huwhich were derivative, gimmicky, man values, while still experior insensitive to the dynamics of menting with the formal possibili·
living.
ties which they have discovered
Percentages Unchanged
or originated. Such men as
"Now as before, there are re- Robert Venturi, Giovanni Pasa·
latively few architects who are
perceptive and responsive to the
total use which humans make of
YOU'LL GO BACK
their buildings, the realization
wpis;,h we call the 'program',"
"FOR SECONDS"
· ·, l!tated Prof. Jarrett. This attention to actualities in people's livon ....
ing within the structure is evi-

Do your
cramming

2312 Central SE
OPPOSITE UNM MUSk HAlL

JUST 75c-ASK ABOUT THE SPECIAL
HALF·PRICE STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION RATE
AVAILABLE THROUGH COLLEGE BOOKSTORES!
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Stubb removes the dull

Ji

This tweedy GANT sport shirt
will hold its rustic colorings permanently.

>>>>>>>>+<<<<<<<<

McKenzie: great shirt for indoors or out And its rich Autumn hues will
COLLEGE SENIORS CAN PICK
U. S. AIR FORCE JOBS

retain their original colorings in sun or suds. Reason: the rugged tweedy fabric

TECHNICAL SERGEANT J. W. HARRISON, LOCAL AIR
FORCE RECRUITER, ANNOUNCED TODAY THAT HE WILL
BE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO, IN THE PLACEMENT BUREAU OFFICE ON THE 22nd AND 23rd of NO·
VEMBER, FROM 9 A.M. TO 4 P.M. TO DISCUSS THE AIR
FORCE OFFICERS TRAINING SCHOOL AND OTHER COMMISSIONING PROGRAMS.
SERGEANT HARRISON NOTED THAT EACH APPLICANT
FOR THE OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL CAN SELECT,
WITHOUT OBLIGATION, HIS OR HER OWN SPECIALTY IN THE AIR FORCE ALIGNED WITH THEIR COLLEGE
DEGREE. THIS ENABLES THE COLLEGE GRADUATE TO
CONTINUE IN A FIELD FOR WHICH THEY ARE BOTH PREPARED AND INTERESTED, WHILE SERVING WITH THE AIR
FORCE.
MEN AND WOMEN COLLEGE GRADUATES AND SEN·
IORS ARE URGED TO CONTACT SERGEANT HARRISON
ABOUT THE OFFICERS TRAINING SCHOOL NURSES,
PHYSICAL AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS AND DIETl·
ClANS CAN RECEIVE INFORMATION ON THE AIR FORCE
DIRECT COMMISSIONING PROGRAMS. PERSONAL INTER·
VIEWS CAN BE ARRANGED BY CONTACTING THE UNM
PLACEMENT BUREAU AT 277-2531.

is an ingenious blend of 50% Or!od' acrylic and 50% rayon. In distinctive plaids
of brown and gold blue and mid~ blue or turkey-red and gold-all blended with olive.
Tapered Hugger body. About $12 at discerning stores.

Solei at: STROMBERG'S-(Downtown • Winrock • Nob Hill)
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FREEDOM ON CAMPUS

..
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IN EVERY FREE SOCIETY, as well as in many societies
that are struggling to be free, universities have a vital political role. Because their chief purposes are to transmit existing
knowledge and, through research, to expand what is already
known, they necessarily encourage a critical, questing spirit.
A university where no questions are asked and no hypotheses
are challenged would be a school for the living dead. Only
the totalitarians who fear truth try to create such schools.
Since there is no valid way to distinguish what may be
questioned and what may not, many students and many
professors inevitably criticize the society in which they find
themselves and the governments that rule over them. When
this happens in Communist Hungary or Franco Spain or
Castro Cuba, most of us applaud the students and professors
as fighters for freedom, as indeed they are.
WHEN IT HAPPENS in Ann Arbor, Mich., or in Berkeley, Calif., not all of us are so enthusiastic~because the
agitation is for things we don't believe in. Congressional
committees are tempted to investigate whether the criticisms and the strange ideas and the radical opinions may not
be subversive or un-American. Any dictator, of course, could
tell them that, in some sense, all ideas are subversive.
The American Civil Liberties Union has now appealed to
the nation's college and university presidents not to cooperate in these investigations, and particularly not to hand over
membership lists of student organizations. Tbe A.C.L.U.
position is well taken. It is not to the credit of university
administrators that they needed such a reminder from an
outside organization. Any educator ought to know that those
who wish to expose radical student activities for the sake of
~·~ exposure, and who want to :intimidate, harass and overawe
dissenters by a show of Congressional power are also normally those who have little respect for the liberties of other
citizens in other fields of activity,
FREEDOM ON CAMPUS is indivisible from freedom in
the larger society.
-NewYorkTimes

Rhodesia's Voting Analyzed by Forum
Voting habits of Rhodesia and
the role played by its Negroes
were discussed last night by the
Conservative Forum in the Union.
Heading the discussion was
Tim Hunter, who explained to
, those present that there is no
white supremacy in Rhodesia.
Hunter said that more value is
placed on the economic importance of individuals rather than
their color and he used their
"one civilized man-one vote"
system as an example.
"The people of Rhodesia are
placed in A-Role and B-Role voting groups according to such factors as 'income, education and
property. The Blacks are expected to take equal . part in the
economy of the country,'' Hunter
said.
Conservatism in Rhodesia as
well as free enterprise and econ-

omic development was discussed.
Hunter said "Rhodesia is in line
with the conservative point of
view in that their political leaders are opposed to Communism
but other than that they are not
eonservative in thinking."

Newmanites Plan
Christmas Dance
A Thanksgiving dance from S
to 11 p.m. tonight at the Aquinas
Newman Center, 1815 Las Lomas
Rd. NE, will mark the beginning
of the holiday recess.
Students will be dismissed officially at 10 p.m. tonight and
classes will resume at 7:30 a.m.
Monday.
The Burgundy Run wUI provide
music for the dance, which is
open to ntembers without charge
and to others for 76 cents.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Deal' Editor,
"The Best-Dressed Girl on
Campus" contest is in full swing
at UN:M. This contest should be
called "'l'he Best Dressed Snob",
ol" better yet, "I Wa~; Cute When
I Was a Baby, and I Still Believe

it."
This contest is unpopular for
a number of reasons; it has nothing to do with a girl's personality,
brains nor popularity. When 95
percent of the young ladies on
campus worry about their parent's paying· next semester's tuition, how can they possibly be
interested, or ~on1pete in, a contest which sepa1·ates the "haves"
from the ''have nots?"
I personally know a finalist in
this year's competition for the
"Best-Dressed Girl on Campus."
A winner of a similar contest one
year ago, she has been selective
to whom she speaks to in class
since that nondescript event. She
has the personality of a dead
mackerel (salted, that is), and
the guy that takes her out on a
date should be prepared to listen
to an evenying of "I", ":Me,"
"Mine," and "Who?"
We can be thankful for campus
organizations that take an interest in the student who needs help,
not those who sponsor contests to
justify the ego of the "snob."
Paul Bundy

--------

DISAGREES ON DESERT
ROOM ISSUE
Dear sir:
Some of the assertions made by
Mr. Karrti in his letter to the
LOBO on Nov. 17 are extremely
misleading and must be clarified.
First, although the price of
food may indeed have been increased recently, the Desert Room
still does not contribute favorably
toward paying the overhead expenses of the New Mexico Union.
It should be realized that the
various food services and the
bookstote must bear the expenses
of those parts of the Union which
cannot 'Carn money, such as ,the
janitors in oth'er areas' of the
building.
If the Desert Room does not
yield a reasonable profit or if it
operates at a loss as it has done,
then the pricel! in other areas of
the Union must be forced to raise
a greater profit.
Secondly, it must be conceded
that I was incorrect in stating
that a pot of coffee is automatically placed on every table. The
free coffee is only provided if the
patron orders coffee as the beverage to go with his meal. If he
orders milk he will probably not
be given a pot of coffee.
On the third point I must agree
with Mr Karni. Certainly the
question of whether the Desert
Room provides "the best tood"
and "the best service in town'' is
a matter of personal taste. I personally think the employees of the
Desert Room are rightly proud
of the exceUent service they provide and would probably resent
Mr. Karni's suggestion that they
are like ''any lunch counter."
M~ only objection to the opera~
tion of the Desert Room is that
the cost of providing such ser~
vi!!e is high in comparison with
the prices charged. Because of the
low prices enjoyed by Desert
Room patrons, lhe student body
must do . without coft'ee refills,
must pay higher bookstore prices;
and must do with poorer service
in the snack bar and cafeteria
areas.
Steven van Dresser

ple who jumped off the Golden
Gate bridge !lnd the Empire State
building. I never doubted their
courage, but l knew without q.uestion that they were out of their
cotton picking minds.
The United States Navy can
look with pride at many of its
veterans who have served in
peace and in war. I certainly
wish a few of them would have
a heart-to-heart talk with Roy
Swanson; perhaps they could instill a certain "pride of the service" into his being. He needs it.
Paul S. Bundy

QUESTIONS SWANSON'S
ARGUMENT
Dear Editor;
How interesting your latest
editions have become, particularly the varied autobiographies on
the military life of Roy Swanson,
our latest anti-Viet Nam war
spokesman.
Mr. Swanson speaks of his
seven-year tenure in the Navy repeatedly in his letters tp the editor, yet _he never mentillns his
campaign ribbons, battle stars,
etc. Many veterans at this university can add up seven years
waiting in the chow-line, not
counting time spent pverseas in
combat zones. I know a certain
Air ,Force Chaplain here at the
University who can debate Mr.
Swans<m's theory on war.
In his latest life story published in the LOBO, :Mr. Swanson
speaks of anyone who might question his "courage," simply be·
cause of his experiences as a
parachutist. I have read of pea-

Latin American
Latin American Desk announces that the Peace Corps will pre.
sent a program c()ncerning its
role in Latin America today at
12:30 p.m. in Room 250 of the
Union. All members are reminded
that the club picture for the
MIRAGE will be taken at this
meeting.

®11H!t tllllAN ]ll(@jtJ1.E
Will Lurleen Let
George Do It?
By ARTHUR HOPPE
San FTancisc(> ChTonlclc

Good morning, housewives, small children and other watchers of
daytime television. It's time for another re-run of tqat rollicking, im·
possible situation comedy, "I Love Lurleen.''
As we join them today, Lurleen is seated in the Governor's chair
of a large Southern State, holding her very first press conference. Her
husband, George, is standing by her side. This makes him look loyal,
dedicated and a half a head taller than she is.

"' • *

Lurleen: I just want to say • , •
George: What my wife wants to say, gentlemen, is how proud she is
to succeed me as Governor and how hard she'll try to emulate' 'my great
record.
Lurleen: Yes, I know . , •
George: What she knows, friends, is that she is merely a poor, frail
woman and none too bright in the head when it comes to governing
this great State.
Lurleen: But • • •
George: But she is confident she'll do a magnificent job because she
has faith in the divine guidance of the Good Lord. The Good Lord
and nte.
Lurleen: As you know •••
George: Yep, as you know, she's promised to appoint me as her
humble $1-a-year consultant. So when she bas to rnnke one of them
monumental decisions of govllmment, she'll pray for divine guidnnce.
And then she can check it out with me.
Lurleen: Of course, you have to realize • • •
George: What she realizes, of course, is that she's technically Oc>v•
ernor, the good voters were reallly voting for me. I mean what voter
in his right mind is going to vote for some poor, frail woman who don't
know a thing about running a big State like this?
Lurleen: But •••
George: But don't worry, I will faithfully discharge the duties of her
office. Unless, of course, them beatniks and Commies up North don't
do what I say and I got to run for President in 19 and 68.
Lurleen: But what I want to add •• ,
George: B.ut what she wants to add is that a smart, handsome, go•
getting fellow like me can run the United States with one hand tied
behin<!., his back and still have plenty of time left over to take care
of this great State here.
Lurlee'it: All I want to say • • •
George: ••• is that she'll do her best to do what I tell her to do.
And you got to admit, gentlemen, that she's done a bang-up job
handling this here press conference. I reckon that's all she was trying
to say. Right, honey?
Lurleen (sweetly): Wrong, George. What I've been trying to say is
that I'm suing you for divorce.
George (aghast)~ Divorce?
Lurleen: But if you don't put up a custody fight, I'll give you reasonable visiting privileges.
George: Well, it will be nice to see our children once in a while.
Lurleen:. Oh, them, too. But I was referring to my State. Guards!
Throw this gabby bum out!

"'

...

...

Well, tune in to the next episode of this impossible situation. And
meanwhile never forget the old adge:. "HeU hath no :fury like a woman
who doesn't get to talk.''

Odd
Bodkins
By Dan O'Neill
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Capitol Report

Romney ·cargo's Model'
By MARK ACU,FF
Michigan-born govern()r-elect
Dave Cargo looks to his n;ttive
state's dynamic governor fo1·
leadershipand direction in facing
the problems of New Mexico.
And well he should, for Cargo
hopes to compile a record in his
adopted state similar to that run
up hy Gov. Romney in Michigan.
And Cargo wouldn't mind being
catapulted into national ;prominence either, though it is admittedly more difficult to accomplish
such feats in the le:;s populous
states.
Romney Was Wrong
Romney attracted national attention at first because he was
an ex-corporation president (American Motors) and a Mormon,
something unique among public
officials outside of Utah.
But the Michigan Republican
captured the spotlight and held it
as he supervised a revision of
Michigan's outdated constitution,
rode herd on the recalcitrant
legislature, and, in effect, constructed a 'new Michigan."
New Mexico needs a new constitution even more than Michigan did, if that is possible. Cargo has repeated to us time and
again that he will make this the
central, focal point of his administration. Of course, he said that
before he was elected, and it is
ensier to make such pronouncements when not faced with the
immediacy of current problems
and everyday polities.
Reforms Come Slowly
Cargo, however, seems to realize that the sweeping reforms he
has used during the campaign
cnnnot be brought into being.
piecemeal. In fact, many of them
cannot be brought into being
at all, unless presented to the
legislature and the people as a
package deal. If New Mexico can
make a fresh start, with a new
constitution, it will be possible
to build a new structure in the
least painful fashion, one that
will serve the people well for
some time to come.
•
Cargo has referred to our curJ
rent constitution, writen in 1911,
as ' 1unbelievable" and "archaic.''
He notes that it was drawn up in
an era when men truly believed
that the best government was the
least government, and is therefore
not suited to a time when the
best government is thought of as
the most effective and efficient
government.
Unbelievable Constitution
Perhaps the most horrible section of New Mexico's constitution
is the portion on amendments;
it Virtually prevents the constitution from being amended. The
complicated process required for
anwndment (like 2/3 of the vote
in 3/4 of the counties) has prevented the state from passing an
absentee ballot for years. And
there is "Catch 22": the section
on amendments is not amendable
except by constitu~ional convention.

Refill Question

Board Postpones
Coffee Decision
The Union Board again postponed their decision on free coffee refills for the Union cafeteria. Student sen~ttors Baker
Morrow and Steve Van Dre!lser
represented the ASUNM Senate
in their eft'ort to obtain free refills for students.
A coupon system was suggested
in which a coupon similat to a bus
transfer would be used within an
hour after the purchase of the
:first cup of eoffee to obtain a
second eup for free or :tlOssibly
for a nickel. The board 1 hnwever, postponed a decision on any
system of refills until next week's
meeting.
Some progress was made concerning the proposed information
center to be located in the Union,

As for the rest of the constitution, what is most necessary is to
pare it down to a ba1·e minimum,
taking the litate agencies and
boards out of its domain, so that
these latter may be set up,
changed, Ol' abolished by legislative statute instead of constitutional amendment.
Much Too Long
'fhe trouble with most state
constitutions, and New :Mexico .is
no exception, is that they are
much too long. The Federal Constitution, by contrast, is a. marvel of .simplicity, and readily
adaptable to the needs of an
evolving society.
New Mexico has, by latest
count, app1·oximately 175 state
boards and agencie~ of one sort
or another. We don't know of
anyone who can name them all,
or inform us of what they do. It
is not known at all what some
of them do-they've simply been
on the books as long as anyone
cares to remember.
Suggested Changes
The Constitutional Revision
commission, which has studied
the .problem for two years and
more, recommends dropping all
mention of anything but the major branches of government from
the constitution. It will then be
up to the legislature to establish,
alter, or abolish state agencies.
Cargo thinks there should be a
"Board on Boards" created, first
to find out what all the boards do,
then t<1 recommend changes.
Thus, if the new governor and
most of the legislators elected by
both parties live up to their word,
New Mexico voters should be

:faced with a proposal fo.- a constitutional convention when they
vote in the next general election,
without doubt, Carg(), who will be
running fo1· a second term on the
same ballot, will try to make political hay out of any constitutional revision. It will be "his"
new constitution, and he will ~p
peal to the voters for two mllre
years to continue with the project
of seting New Mexico to rights.
Not Going to Be Easy
But Cargo may have some
rough sailing in the legislature
on some of the most important
features of a new constitution.
One of these will be a four-year
term for governors. This must be
done to restore government to
sanity in the state, but the Democrats in the legislature may balk
at handing such a plan to Cargo.
Another touchy, but necessary
revision is the reduction in number of counties in the state. Virtually no legislator is willing to
obliterate county political structures-even if many of the state's
counties are archaic, non self
supporting, and patently ridiculous geogl·aphically and economically. It will take guts to fight
for consolidation of counties. Not
many legislators are known for
their guts on such issues.
And then there will be the
question of taxes. No state has
1•eally solved this -problem yet,
but sales taxes cannot support a
government forever. The only
alternative is wage taxes of some
sort-and that's about as politically unpopular as you can get.
In a few months we shall see just
how much nerve our new governor really has.

,.,

' I

~I

SPAIN WAS THE SUBJECT of a talk given by Dr. Donald
Cutter last Sunday night in the Union. Dr. Cutter gave a view of
life in modern Spain cllmplete with Sunday afternoon basketball
on TV and discotheques, both of which, he says are popular now.
(LOBO Photo by Pawley)
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Qualifications Listed

Committee

Drafts .Rules

because you care
about your clothing!
DRY CLEANING the
Sanitone Professional
way

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE

1100 Central E.. Albuquerque, Now t.4exlco·
Phone 242-0096

Your Texaco Star Dealer

~,~~~~~~~c:~a,~24~3-5~67~11o~da~y·~

For December Elections

C. Woodrow Wilson Pharmacy

ceive contributions aggregating
(Continued From Page 1)
whether or not legally enforce· more than $200 or make expendi·
tures aggregating more than $200
able, to make a contribtuion.
during
any academic semester.
Expenditure Defined
Any violation of this provision
The term "expenditure" in- by a political committee shall be
cludes a payment, distribtuion, deemed
a violation by its
Joan, advance deposit, or gift of chairmanalso
and treasurer and by
money or anything of value, and any other person responsible for
includes a contract, promise, or such
violation and shall be
agreement, whether or not legal- punishable by a. recommended
ly enforceable, to make an expen- fine of not less than $25 nor more
diture.
than $75.
'l'he term "person" includes an
Contributions of more than $25
individual, committee, association during any academic semester, to
or any other organization or candidates or political committees
group of persons. Every political in connection with any campaign
committee shall choose a chair- for
nomination or election of can·
man and a treasurer beforeit may
didates
for Senate,, or the puraccept a contribution or make an
expenditure :lor political pur- chase of goods, advertising, or
poses.
articles of any description, the
Filing Procedures
proceeds of which inure to the
Candidates shall tile with the benefit of a candidate for such
Chairman of the Election"'s Committee within 10 working days af· office, are punishable by a recomter an election, a statement in- mended fine of not less than $10
cluding a line item list of con- nor more than $50.
tributions received and disburse·
ments made.
The treasurer of a political
committee shall file with the
Chairman of the Election's committee within 10 working days after an election, a statement including an itemi:.:ation of contributions received and disbursements made.
·
Finances Limited
Statements of campaign . fi.
nances shall be under oath, shall
be filed, by candidates .:for the
Senate and the treasurers of all
political committees with the
Chairman of the Election's Committee, shall be preserved for the
duration of the elected term of
office, and shall be open to public
inspection.
A candidate for the Senate, in
his campaign for election, may
expend $35.
Failut•e to file statement of To check ar rna~~ey order,
campaign finances or exceeding add 75<: for poslage, Insurance ~nd handling. No C.O.D.'s
the eXpenditure limitation shall FOR THAT ffSTIVE.AFrAIR Itsbe punishable by a recommended
tine of not less than $10 nor tnore
Dept. 8
than $50.
P.O. Box 64212, los Anplts, CJIH. 9ti064
No political committee shallre·

3100 Central Ave. E. at Richmond

For the UNM Man "Who Cares"
Toiletries by-Englis!l Leather-Pub
-Royal Lime & many others(UNM Student Credit Cards)
Free Delivery

255-5581

Does beer

improve with a'ge 1
0

definitely

0

definitely not

0

not indefinitely

Some people have the notion
that the longet beer is aged,
the better. But ask our brewmaster and he'll say, "Only up
to a point."
He puts it this way: "Just continuing
to store beer in lagering tanks at a brewery will make it continually older. But
not continually better. Storing a case of
beer in yom basement for a couple of
months won't help it any either. What's
really important is how the beer is aged."
If it's Beechwood Aged, it's beer that
can't get any better.
Of course, that rather limits the
number of beers that qualify. In fact,
you can count 'em on one nnger.

Budweise:c
KING OF BEERS • ANHEUSEf!,BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS

NEWARK •

WORLDLY WEAR,

•

tos ANGEUS • TAMPA • HOUStON

•

Wedneliida).'Novembet.23, 1966

Wedllellday, Nonmber 23, 196&
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News Roundup

Serious Doubts Renewed
Ove·r J FK Assassination

...

UN BAILE: Two international students at UNM prepare for the __
Festival of the Americas dance this Sunday at the Newman Cen•
ter. Latin American Desk is sponsoring the dance to raise funds
for the room and board of their Latin Scholar, Enriqueta Lopez
of Peru. The dancers are Eddie Lynne Lowande (left), senior
from the Balboa Canal Zone, and senior Leslie Lam, San Jose,
Costa Rica.

The controversy over the ItS· rates and Viet Nam - although
sassination of President John F. the department announced today
Kennedy reached new heights that war spending dipped during
yestel·day on the third anniver· October.
The current debt ceiling is 300·
sary o:f his murder.
billion-dollars.
The treasury source
Individuals and n(lws publica!laid
it
is
li!mly
the ceiling will
tions have b(len clamodng for a
reopening of investigl\ tion into the have to be raised in January instead of late spring as wou1d ordtragedy.
But members of the Warren inarily be done.
Commission today defended their
-0findings that Lee Harvey Oswald
acted alone in murdering the pres·
Korea Ch.arges U.S.
ident.
North Korea charged yesterday
Speculation mounts that 'there
that
U.S. warships violated the
was a second assassin. A key
a1•mistice
by shelling North Kol·e·
point of contention is whether the
an
shores
above the 38th parallel.
bullet that struck Kennedy also
A
raido
broadcast from their
wounded Texas Governor John
capital
city
said the ships had inConnally - or whether the two
vaded
North
Korean waters but
men were struck by separate.
were
quickly
intercepted by re·
shots.
turn fire and sent scurrying to
Connelly has expressed suspi- safety.
cion that two shot were fired.
The broadcast heard in Tokyo
And S. M. Holland, a railroad said U.S. Imperialists were per·
signal supervisor who was an eye- petrating provocative acts against
witness to the murder, said he is the North Koreans.
"positive" shots were fired fl·om
two directions. Holland said shots
-0rang not only from the school
Unusual Pictures
book depository, but from behind
Lunar
Orbited II took more pica wooden fence near the Kennetures of the moon yesterday and
dy motorcade.
unusual mounds that look like
-0"tall, skinny pyramids" showed
up in another photo.
Treasury Overdrawn
A NASA spokesman said the
A Treasury source said in Wash- picture a1•ea had about six protuberances with the largest apington yesterday taht the adminpearing to be about 50 feet wide
istration may have to go to Congress early next year to ask a
raise in the national debt ceiling.
The causes . . . high interest

Americas Festival to Include
International Dinner, Dance
By TOM GARCIA
A Festival of the Americas and
an International Dance will be
held Sunday, Nov. 27, at 7:30p.m.
at the Aquinas Newman Centel'.
The festival, co-sponsored by
the Latin American Desk and the
Newman Center, will include a
program consisting mainly of
.Pan-American talent. The International Dance will be held after
the program.
Various Talents
Talent for the festival will be
made up of various groups and
individuals presenting folk songs
as well as many native Latin
American dances.
Highlighting the show will be
El Conjanto los Reyes de Albuquerque, recently returned from
New York where they appeared
as guests on the Ed Sulllivan
Show. The group is well known
for their recording o:f ''The Ballad o:f Daniel Fernandez."
. The song, recorded both in English and Spanish, is a tribute to
the late Daniel Fernandez for his
bravery displayed while in combat in Viet Nam. He was recently
awarded the Congressional Medal
of Honor by President Johnson.
Also . appearing will be Frank
Chiwiwi and his group.
Originally a Dinner
The program, which was orgi-

nally scheduled as an Interna- of the students.
Money raised at the dance will
tional Dinner by the Newman
Center, will now be presented as be used for the spring semester
a Festival of the Americas and room and board of this year's
an International Dinner in co- scholar, Enriqueta Lopez of Peru.
operation with both Newman Cen- Miss Lopez is a freshman majoring in astronomy and physics.
ter and Latin American Desk.
Tickets will be available in the
Latin American Desk is helping
sponsor the the program to raise Union Ticket Office through this
iunds :for the Latin American Friday and may also be pur•
Desk Scholarship Fund. The Uni- chased from members of Latin
versity provides tuition for Latin American Desk. Admission is 75
American students attending the cents for students and $L25 for
University, while the Desk raises the general public. A limited nummoney :for the room and board ber of tickets is available.

Droft Forum Set
For Next Week
(Continued From Page 1)
submitted to the dean 6f Students
by Dec. 3rd.
After the fortun and the referendum the Student Affairs com·
mittee plans to evaluate the student response and submit a re·
port to the faculty before their
~ext meeting.

listen to KUNM
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TRAL SE
Across from UNM Concert Hqll and Yale Park

247-8777··-·--'---------4

at the base and from 50-to-75 feet
high.
.
.
Said one spokesman, "Judgmg
by shadows cast by the sun, one
looks like the George Washington Monument." He added, "I've
never seen anything like it before."

-----------------LOOK·:
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BEST!
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RENT A TUX!

COAT and TROUSERS
COMPLETE OUTFIT

STORE HOURS:

$6.50
$10.00

MON-WED-FRI

Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Susp<mders, Handkerchief, Stud>. Cuff- '
links, Tie'· and .Sou11Qn!J.\I'n>.
..

..

9-9

TUES·THUR-SAT
9-6

~~:~.~
---~
~ Vf~IV'tul'

FIRST AND GOlD

•'

OPEN SUNDAY

247-4347

THERE'S NOTHING WRONG WITH
THANKSGIVING • • •
. •. that o little less turkey and o lot more gratitude wouldn't
correct. This year let's focus on what a big day is really for. It
wasn't set aside merely for food, fun, or even football.

TRY-

OREN ARNOLD

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Central and Broadway NE

1\

to make

·HOLIDAY

College group meets at Youth Center
123 Broadway Sf, on Sunday at 9,30 a.m. and 6 p.m.

Don't just sit there,
Wallace Middendorp.
Make a noise. Or drink
Sprite, the
noisy soft
drink.
What did you do
when Joe (Boxcar)
Brkczpmluj was
kicked ott the
football team just
because he flunked
six out of tour of
his majors? What
did you do, Wallace
Middendorp?
And when the
school newspaper's
~ALLACE MIDDENDORP SAT HERE
editors resigned in
protest because The Chancellor wouldn't allow the
publication Qf certain salacious portions of
"Night In a Girl's Dormitory"
you just sat, didn't you?
You've made a mockery or your
life, Wallace Middendorpl
You 1 re a vegstable.
Protest, Wallace Middendorp.
Take a stand. Make a noise!
or drink Sprits, the noisy soft
drink.
Open a bottle or Sprite at
the next campus speak~out. Let
it fizz and bubble to the
masses.
Let its lusty carbonation
echo through tbe balls of ivy.
Let its tart, tingling
exuberance infect the crowd
with elecitement.
Do these things, Wallace
Middendorp. Do these things,
and what big corporation is
going to hire you?

room for more goodies
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Daniels Is of Russell Caliber

Meet the Lobos ...

Mel Daniels, star UNM center

U. Harriers Finish
Eleventh in Meet

W!.ldnesday, N ovelllber 23, 1966

The UNM basketball te11.m was
rolling along with a 12-2 record
and looked like the best team the
school ever had. Then Mel Daniels
tangled with a glass door and for
the rest of the season he was
never again running at full
strength. The Lobos finished the
season with a mark of 16-8.
This is not to Sll.y that the
Wolfpack is or was a one man
team, but it points out the importance of the Lobos' number
one scorer and rebounder. Mel is
surrounded by great players, but
just as the. Boston Celtics, with
their wealth of talent, need Bill
Russell, the Lobos need Mel
Daniels.
ln his second season with the
Lobos, last year, Daniels averag·
ed over 21 points per game and
also hauled down over nine 1·e.
bounds a contest. Much like Russell, Daniels is an awesome sight
to an opposing player going up
for a lay-up and finding big Mel's
paw in the way,
Mel's only obvious fault is that
he is his own worst critic. When
Mel Daniels makes a mistake his
takes himself to task more than
the most demanding coach. In
practice sessions if a play is

.
busted one never hears anyone ex~
cept one of the coaches, unless the
man at fault was Mel, in which
case he immediately announces to
all present that he was the man
who bungled. Daniels broods over
such things only in the split second of the miscue, then he is
quickly back to the business of
·playing basketball.
Coach Bob King has said that
Mel is possibly the finest center
in the collegiate ranks, a pretty
high ranking considering the appearance of one Lew Alcindor at
UCLA. "Melvin has one of the
best outside shots for a big man
that I've seen in a long time,"
said King. The successful mentor always calls his players by
their whole name (Melvin, Ron;:~ld Sanford, etc.)
Mel also led the University
team in scoring and rebounding
in his first yea1· with the squad;
As a s()phomore transfer from
Burlington, JC, Mel adapted well
to King's style of ball and was
soon blocking shots and pouring in points at a rate that helped
the fans from getting too nostalgic about Ira Harge. He led
the team to two victories over
Texas Western at El Paso, one

of which was to win the Sun
Bowl tournament.
Mel was one of two player:s who
were assured a starting role on
this year's team before the seacson started. He is the pivot
arouna which the UNM offense
opperates and is the man who
does most of the defensive board
clearing. The big man will not be
under l}Uite the pressure this
year that he has been in the past
with the presence of a good back
up man, Ron Sanford. That
means that Mel can now be a
little less conscience of fouls and
possibly will show an increase in
scoring.

•

Ron Hamilton, chairman
of Student Affairs Committee, told the LOBO last night
. that the forum on the draft
will take place Dec. 6, The
LOBO had reported previously that the meeting would
be also Dec. 1.
Hamilton explained the general
structure planned for the forum:
the state Selective Service System director will begin the meeting with his remarks on the con. troversy; Professors Carl Selin·
ger, Paul Schmidt, and Roger Anderson \vill follow with th(lir proposals concerning the draft. Hamilton said that he will moderate

a

By United Press International
NABLUS, Jordan-New anti·
government
demonstrations
erupted in the west Jordan city
of Nablus yesterday. Police and
troops dispersed the demonstra·
tors.
Damascus radio claims the first
of some 20,000 Saudi Arabian
troops have arrived in Jordan to
help King Hussein quell Arab extremists .
The anti-Israel ·extremists in
Jordan have been egged on by
radio broadcasts originating in
Syria and the United Arab Republic. These two nations claim
Hussein has been tbo soft on
Israel.
In Naples, Italy, Navy spokesmen say the U.S. Sixth Fleet is
prepared for possible action
should Washington give the order
to help Jordan.

ave
•
en1us

Only Two Pittsburgh Quintuplets
Remain
PITTSBURGH - Only two
quintuplets are left in Pittsburgh.
Doctors at the Magee Women's
Hospital say tiny Roni Sue has
a fair chance of surviving. Little
hope is held that Marci Jill will
live,
Three of the quints died yesterday, The five baby girls were
born Saturday to Mrs. Patti Atanson and were two-and-a-half
, months premature.

• •
preventfbrest

Rhodesian Issue Goes to UN
SALISBURY, Rhodesia-The
Rhodesian independence issue apparently will be turned over to
the United Nations. All indications are that 11th hour talks
between British Commonwealth
Secretary Herbert Bowden and
Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian
Smith failed, and that Britain
will ask the U.N. to impose strong
sanctions against the Smith regime.
25 Hurt in Alabama Bus Wreck
SAFFORD, Alabama-At least
25 persons were injured when a
Greyhound Bus overturned on a
rain-slick highway south of Safford, Ala. Witnesses said most
of the passengers were thrown
from the bus. Doctors said they
believed all 25 would survive.
Congressman Upholds Warren
Report Findings
WASHINGTON - Congress•
man Hale Boggs of Louisiana on
a national broadcast program expressed complete confidence in
the findings of the Warren Commission, of which he was a member. Boggs said it is impossible
to dispel! all doubts about President Kennedy's assassination.

VC Orders Holiday Truce

WANT ADS

TOKYO-Hanoi has confirmed
the Viet Cong's Christmas and
New Years truce order. An offi1 cial North Vietnamese news agency broadcast, monitored in
Tokyo, said the Communists will
observe a ceasefire- from 7 a.m.
Saigon' time Dec. 24 to 7 a.m.,
Dec. 2G and from 7 a.m. Dllc. 31
to 7 a.m. Jan. 2. The broadcast
warned U.S. and South Vietnam•
esc to 'ObMrve the truce, and said
any ccasefire violations during
the 4S-hour periods will be 11 punished."
Mao ls Out jn China, Report Says
LONDON-Communist Chinese
fie:£ense Minister Lin Piao ap•
pears to be the new strongman in
Peking. Usually well-informed
· ·' Communist sources in oastern
Europe report that party chairman MM Tse-Tung is a "vitrunl
prisoner" of Lin following 11 coup
by the communist nl'h!Y earlier
this year•

Near genius is okay.

CLASSlFIEil ADVERTISING RA'l'ES:
4. line o.d., 65e-4 times, $2.00, Insertions
mll4t b<l submlfud b)'. noon on day b<lfore
publication to Ro<>m 1G9, Studellt Publication• BulldlnJ:. Phone :!77-4002 or 277•4102.

A near genius with drive, stamina
and imagination, that is.
And it doesn't really matter what
subject you're a near genius in.
General Electric is looking for top
splentists - and for top graduates in
economics, business, law, account·
ing and the liberal arts.
Nobody who joins G.E. is going to
feel cramped. This is a worldwide

SERVlOl':$
T'lrPEWRI'l'ER sales & repair, Sp.,.ii;i
Tates to UNM stUdents oti all maeliine!l.
Froe pickup & delivery. E & E Typ.,..
'Writer SetVice, 2217 Coal SE, phone 243·
0588.
TRANSPORTATION
GO l GO I to tn~y :RaY Guest ltanch in
the J' emez mountn.ins Thanksglfing week•
elld. Bring your skis I Ski-Doos available
Ovcrnite lodlrlng as lOw as $5. Call 2992058. 11/17, 18, ~1. 23.
FOR RENT
CL:ItAN 2 BR., good close•in location.
.HardWood 11oora1 gar•ge, storage . ref. &
stove, no ehlldten or pets, Onl)l $75. Call
Sam Cooper, ~65-8571, eve. 842-8280.

company, and it makes over 200,000
different products. So there's plenty
of room to feel your strength - and
in some of today's most challenging ·
fields: transit design, urban lighting,
jet propulsion, computers, electronics, aerospace, you name it.
Challenges like these have raised
a new generation of idea men at
G.E. If you're good enough to join

thern, you'll find responsibilities
come to you early. Your talents are
recognized, your work is rewarded
- in money and in opportunity.
This time next year, you could be
on your way. Talk to the man from
G.E. next time he visits your cam•
pus. And don't be surprised if he's
young, too. At General Electric; the
young men are important men.

"/?Dg~" 1~ Ovr Most lmpd~Nnf ~,.

GENERAL

Caltd-Norrls :Rea!W.

.I

the meeting an'ii added that he
will limit the formal presentations to about six minutes a person.
Meeting ln Kiva
The meeting will be held f1·om
3-5 p.m. Dec, 6 in the Kiva. Ham·
ilton said the Anthropology Lecture ·Hall would probably be
available in case the attendance
was too lm·ge fo1· the Kiva.
The discussion· from the floor
will be given broad latitude although Hamilton said that discussion concerning the Viet Nam
war will be allowed only if it is
related to the draft in some way.
The meeting will be extend(ld if
necessary, he said.
Hamilton explained that the
"ltndent Affairs Committee would

Jordan's l-lussein
Gets Arabs' l-lelp

The UNM cross country team,
led by distance ace George Scott,
finished eleventh in the NCAA
team champiom;hips held at Lawrence, Kansas Monday afternoon.
Scott finished fourth in the individual standings running the
six mile course in 29 :30.2. He was
only .2 seconds behind the number three runner, Larry Wieczorek of Iowa, the Big Ten's individual champ.
The Meet was won by Villanova
and the individual title was won
by .little Geny Lindgren of
Washington State. The Villanova
team had members placing 5-619-28-26 to sweep to the title by
76 points over the second place
Kansas State team which scored
165 points.
Lindgren ran the six mile
course in 29:01.4 to break the
record of 29.24.0 set last year by
John Lawson of Kansas. Tracy
Smith of Oregon State was second more than 125 yards behind
Lindgren. Smith had beaten
UNM's Scott earlier in the year
in a meet at Tempe, Arizona.

EFFICIENCY, cloee to UNM. $17.611 with
all utilities paid. Furnll!hed, .alr-eondl•
tfbnv, <>lf•litt'eet parkllllf, Call .Sam
CooPer, 28&·8&11, eve. 842-8280. Cf.ll'dNilithl ftealt7,

State Draft Director
Invited to Dec. 6 Forum
By CHUCK REYNOLDS

•
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ltOBEU'l' E. IIAEUEL, USMC,
assistant professor of Naval
Science with the UNM Naval
lWTC, has been promoted to
the tank ~f li!lutenant coloatel.
Lt. Col. Hnebcl, a n11tive of
Pennsylvania, enlisted . in the
Marines in 1945 and wns COtU•
htissioned in 1951. He is now
completing work toward a grad·
uate degree at UNM.

coordinate its plans with Student
Senate for the referendum intended to take place after the forumSenate will meet Wednesday,
Hamilton explained, and will
then make some decision concerning the referendum. If Senat!3
does not provide for a referendum, Hamilton said that the Student Affairs Committee has the
prerogative to conduct one on its
own authol·ity. ·
Results Not Binding
The 1·esults of the referendum
will be presented to the faculty,
but they will not be binding on
any decision they make concern•
ing the recommendation they will
make to the administration, Ham·
ilton said. Students do not have
to go tht·ough the faculty, how·
ever, to make their recommendation to the administration, he explained. He said the resolutions
of the students and of the faculty could both be presented dil'ectly to the administration if
there were significant disagreement of opinion. :Hamilton added,
however, that "I think the faculty
will go along with student opinion." The faculty will take some
form of action on the results of
the studel'lt referendum at its
meeting on December 20th.
Hamilton added that Senate
will probably also stipulate vot•
lng rules for the referendum at
Wednesday's meetings, and said
that his committee would recommend that only male students be
allowed to vote in the referendum.

PAM FINK, AND Kll\1 CAYLOR, two of the fifteen semifinalil;lts
in the Best•lJressed Girl on·Camp»11 ~ontest >tpoh!lol'ed by Glnmourmaga;.:ine modeled faslti()ns from loclll stores in the Kiva last
night. Pam, left, modeled t~n outfit from Rhodes department
store, while Kim's suit came from Car-Lin's. (LOBO Photo by
Pawley).

Bill Fox Explains Salary Suit
By TOM GARCIA
A complaint charging the executive branch of student government with excluding the judicial
branch from receiving education·
al grants has been filed in Student Court by Chief Justice Bill
Fox.
In his case Fox has named the
following as defendants: · Dan
Dennison, Associated Students
President, Jim McAdams, vice
president, Steve Bacchus, treas•
urer1 Rick Bolton, attorney genm·al, and Tom Joule, National
Student Association coordinator.
Background Explained
As the ·plaintiff in this case,
Fox bases the substance of his
complaint on Student Senate Bills
-65 and 6'1. Bill 65 provides educational grants to the five named
defendants. Bill 67 provides that
the educational grants for the
ASUNM attorney general and the
NSA Coordinator be provided out
of the t•eserve fund of the Associated Students. The report of
the ASUNM: tl'easU1'el' dated
Sept. 21, 1966, said $1,665 has
been allocated fol' · educntional
grnnts for the 1966·67 school
Charges Contradiction
Fox then charges that eithe!.'
the treasuret' hns disbursed such
educationnl grants on a monthly
basis Ol' he has allowed such edu·
cational grants to be disbursed in
lump sum payments. If such lump
sum ·}layment of educational
grants have been released by the
treasurer then the Mtions of the
treasurer dh•ectly contradict the
intent of Senate Bill G5, Fox: says •
The main isslles according to
Fox, is not so much that people
twe being paid but that one and
only one branch (judicial) has
been excluded from t·eceiving any
educational grants, and this was

what prompted him to bring this would only create the problem
that I would no longer be the il'l·
action.
jured party,'' he said.
Disqualifies Himself
He added that the entire judiFox said he has disqualified
cial
branch has been disregarded
himself as chief justice and will
and
this is a harmful situation.
have nothing to do with Student
He
said
ultimately the judicial
Court until the issue is resolved.
branch
has
more power than any
He aded that his case will be arother
branch
og government on
gued by "my counsel" from the
campus.
"I
think
we have valid
law school. Fox: said he wanted
to emphasize that he is personally argument·and it is time that peonot having anyth~og to do with ple started thinking and l'ealizing
the operation until final action that the1·e is a judicial branch on
is taken. "If it would solve any- campus with a considerable · '
thing, I would resign but this amount of authority," he said.

UNM Lobos Ranked Sixth
In Nation by Wire Service
By JEFF DENNARD
The UNM basketball team has
received its high¢st wire-service
ranking in the history of the
sport at New Mexico, as the As·
sociated Press ranked the Lobos
as the sixth best team in the nation in its preseason poll. ·
'l'he highest the Lobos had ever
been rated 1>1·ior to the AP rankings this year was tenth. The
Wolfpack had worked its way up
to that position two yeal'S ago,
but lasted in the elite group for
only one week. The AP poll is decided by the vote of the nation's
newspapermen.
J>oll 39 Votes
The LobOll received 39 votes
from the sportswriters who cast
ballots on a basis of ten points for
a first place vote, nine for second,
etc. The five teams ranked above
the Wolfpack (from ilrst to fifth)
are UCLA, Tel:as Westel'n, Kentucky, Duke, and Louisville. The
four teams- behind the Lobos in
the top ten are Houston, Western

Kentucky, North Carolina, and
Cincinnati.
In the United Press International poll the Lobos ranked 16th
to t1e Loyola of Chicago with 28
points. The Lobos were not the
highest ranked team from the
WAC in the coaches' poll of lJPI
as the Cougars of BYU finished
eighth in the ratings. The same
tea·ms ranked 1-2-3-4 in the lJPl.. , .. ·
poll as in the AP, but nfter that
there was some difference,
Ranked fi:fth by UPI was Mich·
igan State, and following to round
out the top ten were Houston,
Louisville, BYU, Western Ken·
tuek:r and Providence.

Songfest Entries
Las Campanas, junior women's
honorary, announces that all alJ•
plications for the 1966 Songfcst
must be itt by Dec. 1. Any cam·
pus organization can enter the
contest; list the two songs that
will be sung by the group on the
npplication. The Songfest is Dec,
18•.
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